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4 Industry Outlook and Summary
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6 Review of Financial Performance 

7 Question and Answer Session
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Company Profile

• National company working to international standards

• First Indonesian shipping company to obtain certification for Integrated
Management System from Lloyds Register Quality Assurance

• Operating in 12 countries in Asia, Middle East and Africa

• Professional and experienced management team

• High Quality clients - multinational oil and gas companies

• Fleet of 47 offshore vessels *

• Wide range of services – Rig move, Crew change, Emergency rescue,
Offshore supply, diving support, seismic support, accommodation, etc.

*as of 31 Mar 2020
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Focus on Safety & Quality 

1) Wintermar Integrated Safety Program
a) Life Saving Rules
b) Management Visits
c) Reflective Videos
d) Learning Engagement tool
e) Safety Pyramid

2) Skills training
a) Integrity Training
b) Resilience Training
c) ISO Training
d) Crisis management Training
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2019 BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS AND REVIEW
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Factors Influencing 2019 Operating Performance

Slow first half 
due to 

Presidential 
elections in 2019

Stronger oil 
prices  in 2019 

triggered 
increase in oil 

and gas drilling

Cost efficiency 
through 

streamlining 
fleet and teams

Investment in 
activation of 

vessels for new 
projects
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2019 Highlight and Results Review

Revenue 
affected by 

poor first half

• High tier vessels 
led the recovery 
in second half

• Growing 
demand in 
offshore drilling 
in Indonesia and 
Malaysia

Sharp decline 
in net loss to 
shareholders

• Net loss 
attributable to 
shareholders 
fell by 48% to 
US$13.3million

Sold 5 vessels  to  
reduced 

operating costs

• Fleet size 
reduced to 48 
vessels

• Direct cost 
reduced by 7%

• Chartering 
profit doubled 
on 33% 
revenue growth 

Increasing fee 
based income



INDUSTRY SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS
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Global fuels demand down 28 mil bpd in April 
from 99mil bpd in 2019

Demand impact:
Road fuels          -33%              Jet fuel demand  -70% 
All other fuels     -14%              🡪Impacted about 26% of Global oil demand
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2020 - The Perfect Storm 

Source : Rystad Energy

• Failed OPEC talks in March 
between Russia and Saudi 
Arabia

• Oil price war ensued, causing 
Brent to fall by 25%

Impact on demand of :
Road fuels         33%           
Jet fuel demand  70% 

All other fuels    14%

• COVID 19 and lockdown stops global activity 
• Demand for fuels fell drastically 



Relaxation of COVID “Lockdown” restrictions  
led to recovery in traffic globally
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Higher traffic volumes imply a recovery for oil demand 
starting May 2020



Oil Demand Recovery of about 6mil bpd in May 
compared to April 2020
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• Oil demand hit 
bottom in April 2020 

• Demand is 
recovering in several 
countries where 
travel restrictions are 
easing

• Preference for 
private vehicles may 
push faster recovery 
in road fuel demand 

• Projected demand by 
end 2020: 

• Road fuels -10%
• Jet fuel -40%

compared to 
2019 levels
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OPEC + have cut production

• Significant production cuts will help balance supply and demand of oil in 2021
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Predictions of a shortfall of 5 million bpd in 2023 due to lack of 
investment

Oil Demand and Supply to reach a balance in 2021



Global Upstream Spending is Projected to drop 
by 29% for 2020

15The largest fall is a  52% fall  in shale oil expenditure
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OSV Industry started recovery in 2H2019, and saw 
good prospects for 2020… before COVID19

Source: Clarksons Sept 2019

After experiencing an oversupply 
situation in 2015, the OSV market has 
achieved a balance in demand and 
supply. 
In 2H2019, in line with higher activity, 
charter rates started to increase.



• Oil Prices first fell at the 
end of 2014

• Since then, there has still 
been oversupply leading to 
higher no of vessels being 
scrapped 

• Scrapping peaked in 2018 
and started to fall in 2019 
and 2020 

• Indicator that demand and 
supply of OSVs are nearing 
a balance
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Newbuilding of DP vessels has declined globally

• Offshore drilling 
determines the usage of 
OSVs with Dynamic 
Positioning, therefore this 
can be a proxy indicator for 
activity levels of OSVs.

• Since 2015 there has veen
a drastic decline in vessel 
deliveries for new OSV 
vessels

• With charter rates low 
compared to capex for 
newbuilding, new OSV 
orders are likely to stay 
low. 
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OSVs are now working regionally
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Regional Vessel Owners

Working vessels
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Indonesia’s upstream O&G projects 

Source : SKK MIGAS
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Approval of  US$20billion investment in ABADI field by Inpex in 2019



Industry Prospects 2020-2021

• COVID19 impact was the worst in April 2020
Oil Demand will slowly recover as countries start to ease
lockdowns

• Oil demand and supply equilibrium expected in 2021 following
inventory drawdown, with projections of 5million bpd shortage
of oil by 2023

• Shale oil production recently shut down are unlikely to resume
if oil prices stay below US$50/ brl

• OSV supply and demand is already in equilibrium

• Newbuilding not viable unless charter rates double from here
and banks are willing to provide financing
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REVIEW OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
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Aggressive Scaling Down of Low Tier and Older 
Fleet to Deleverage

• 2019 : Sold 5 vessels and laid up 6 older vessels
• 2020 : Sold 1 mid tier vessel
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1Q2020 saw first quarterly profit in 3 years
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Wintermar’s Actions to survive the downturn

1. Utilisation improved through new
Revenue Sources

• International expansion - Brunei, Myanmar,
Malaysia, Thailand, Africa

• New services - seismic, air diving, ROV
• New Clients in Ship Management
• Manning and Agency
• Secured Long term contracts to lock in cash flow

1. Cost efficiency boosted gross margin
• Reduced shore staff and restructured

teams
• Sold older vessels, reduced fleet from 59 to

47

2. Reduced Debt through vessel sales
and rescheduled short term debt into
long term debt

• Net Gearing maintained at 38%
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4. Won clients through
focus on Safety and
Quality, Sustainability



Surviving the extreme downturn
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5 Years Review 
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WINS has reduced net gearing while contracts on hand 
have improved



Takeaways

• Net Gearing is now below 38%

• Short term borrowings in USD have been rescheduled into long term
loans

• No longer just an Indonesian player - Wintermar’s experience
operating internationally has widened the scope of potential markets
and opportunities

• Wintermar has a strong track record by the standards of international
clients

• Demand and supply of OSVs have reached equilibrium and with
sluggish newbuilding in the coming years, charter rates are poised to
rise as drilling activity recovers
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Clients



Disclaimer

Certain statements made in this presentation involve a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those
projected. Certain statements relating to business and operations of PT Wintermar Offshore Marine Tbk and Subsidiaries (the Company) are based on
management’s expectations, estimates and projections. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve risks, uncertainties
and assumptions that are difficult to predict. Certain statements are based upon assumptions as to future events that may not prove to be accurate.
Therefore, actual outcomes and results may differ materially from what is expressed or forecasted in such statements. The Company makes no
commitment, and disclaims any duty, to update or revise any of these statements. This presentation is for informational purposes only and is not
intended as a solicitation or offering of securities in any jurisdiction. The information contained in this presentation is not intended to qualify,
supplement or amend information disclosed under corporate and securities legislation of any jurisdiction applicable to the Company and should not be
relied upon for the purpose of making investment decisions concerning any securities of the Company.
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Q & A 
Session



Thank You


